
More Details & Charts.
      - View additional information on the underlying

contract including: The Greeks, Bid/Ask & More!

      

      - View the chart and do your own technical

analysis. 

 

 

Whale Flow Sentiment.
Shows the overall sentiment based on the

whale flow we are detecting. 
 

TIP: When you filter by a symbol, sentiment will adjust to
show the sentiment for that specific symbol’s flow. 

Click again to remove the filter.

For more details,  please visit www.WhaleStream.com

Block - A block is often negotiated and can be

tied to shares. Blocks are large orders that are

executed all at once. 

Order Types.
TIP: Click on an order type to filter the flow to only show
orders of that order type.  Click again to remove the filter.

 

Sweep - Multi-Exchange Sweep-to-fill order. 

(Typically indicates the whale entered with urgency and
wanted to stay under the radar)

 

Split - Split Ticket or Single Exchange Sweep-to-

fill order. 

                 

ITM - In The Money – Spot Price was above the

strike price if a call, or below the strike price if a

put when the order was filled.

Aggressive  - Aggressive Position - When a

position expires within 35 days AND is Out of the

Money by at least 7.5% from the spot price at the

time the order was filled.

Day Vol > OI - Day's Volume > Existing Open
Interest - Appears when an order’s underlying

contract’s day volume is greater than the existing

open interest.

Unusual - Unusual Options Activity

Highly Unusual - Highly Unusual Options Activity

TIP: Click on an indicator to filter the flow to only show
orders that  meet the indicator requirements.  Click again
to remove the filter.

Flow Indicators.

                 

Puts.
Put flow will be labeled "PUT" and the Symbol,

Type & Premium will be RED. 

First Click = Smallest to Largest
Second Click = Largest to Smallest

Third Click = Reverts to default (most recent
flow first)

Sort The Flow.
You can sort the option flow by clicking on any of

the column headers. 

Opening Position.
Appears when the order’s contracts quantity is

greater than the existing open interest. 

(This means new contracts likely had to be
created to fill the order). 

Sectors/ETF's.
TIP: Click on a sector to filter the flow to only show orders

within that sector.  Click again to remove the filter.
 

 

 
 

 

Add To Watchlist.
Click the star to add a symbol to your watchlist.

Stars will display yellow for symbols that are in

your watchlist.

Order Date/Time.
The date & time the order was executed. All

orders are reported in ET (Wall Street Time).

All option flow is reported in realtime during

market hours. 
 

Calls.
Call flow will  be labeled "CALL" and the Symbol,

Type & Premium will be GREEN. 

Contract Quantity & 
Price Paid Per Contract.

W h a l e S t r e a m
D a s h b o a r d  O v e r v i e w

Watch List Filter/Symbol Filter.
- Toggle your watchlist to only view the

order flow for the symbols within your

watchlist.

 

- Type any symbol to view the flow for that

symbol. If there is no recent flow, you can

choose to add it to your watchlist. 

Real Time Option Flow Alert Sounds Toggle
Click the star to add a symbol to your watchlist. Stars will

display yellow for symbols that are in your watchlist.

Sales Flow.
Toggle the Sales Flow on to switch the Option Flow

dashboard over to Sales Flow. 

When in Sales Flow, the dashboard displays orders

filled AT or BELOW the BID. 

When options are sold, the sentiment is inverted. 

To help indicate this: 

Sold Calls will be RED to indicate Bearishness

Sold Puts will be GREEN to indicate Bullishness 

Advanced Filtering. (Coming Soon)
Fully customize your dashboard! Set your filters

to focus in on the orders that matter most to you

based on your trading style.

http://www.whalestream.com/

